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Headmistress 

Monday 18 September, 9.00-10.30am 

All Parents & Staff are invited to meet  

Mark Hanley-Browne, CEO of Alpha Plus 

Music 

 

Dear Parents 

The start of this new school year has been such an 
interesting and enjoyable few days. The boys    
returned full of enthusiasm after the long summer 
break and they are giving their best in every      
situation, from our youngest in Year 3 who are      
responding well to the overwhelming demands of 
new routines, to those young adults who are long 
established at the top of the school. 

We have also enjoyed meeting and seeing so 
many of you at the two curriculum evenings held 
this week. Thank you so much for your positive 
and supportive interaction with us which my       
colleagues and I greatly appreciate. We look     
forward to our discussions with you all as the year 
progresses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The new personnel in the school are settling down 
into Falcons life seamlessly and we welcome them 
to our community and know what a valuable     
contribution they will make to school life. We     
extend our thanks and warmest wishes to Mrs 
Mathews, the Registrar who retired in the summer 
after six years in post and we have been most   
fortunate to appoint Mrs Sarah Harris as Registrar 
who joins us from Radnor House School. Very 
sadly, Mrs MacDonald, Director of Studies and her 
husband have decided to relocate to Wales and 
after many years she will be leaving the school in 
December. There will be opportunities to 
acknowledge her great contribution towards the 
end of term and thank her for all she has           
accomplished in both the Pre Prep and Prep 
schools. 

Our first Friday Open House and assembly in St 
John’s were a fitting conclusion to our first week of 
the year in which we enjoyed sharing with you the 
boys’ work and celebrating their achievements. 

May I wish you a very pleasant weekend with your 

families. 

Important Dates 

11 September - After school clubs start 

12 September - Yr 7 & 8 Curriculum Evening 

14 September - Yr 4 Richmond Park Visit 

15 September - Open House from 8.20-8.50am  

                          St John the Divine Church                  

           9.00-9.25am 
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Music 

 

Welcome back! We are excited about the new school year and have already begun planning some      
fabulous activities for boys and parents. Our first PA Meeting is next Friday, 15th September at 9:45am, in 
the school dining hall. As it is also the PA’s Annual General Meeting, there will be a brief presentation and 
vote on PA leadership. All parents are welcome; we are, as always, looking for parents to get involved in 
the PA! If you are interested, please pop in or get in touch (contacts below). 

For this school year, we are continuing our support of Wooden Spoon—the children’s charity for rugby—
and will again get the boys involved with some fun and rewarding events. We raised over £6000 for 
Wooden Spoon last year, in addition to the £4300 raised for Syria Relief! To learn more about Wooden 
Spoon and all the PA’s activities, please see our website: www.falconspa.org  

 

Here’s to a brilliant 2017/2018. 

 

Amina Appiah Lewis (Chair; a_appiah@me.com) 
Natalie McClelland (Vice Chair; natalia.arestis@yahoo.co.uk) 

 

P.A. 2017-2018 

http://www.falconspa.org
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The Falcons have started very brightly this week within 
their Games lessons at Old Deer Park. This is of course 
no surprise as we are reaping the  benefits of having 
had a number of boys  attend our inaugural Pre-Season 
Football Tour to Bury FC.  
 
The tour was a great chance to dust the cobwebs off 
and work on areas such as general fitness, ball work 
and formation work, to name but a few. It was a very 
early start on Friday 1st September as we travelled to 
Bury FC's training facilities, none other than Manchester 
City's old Carrington training  centre, a state of the art 
platform for the boys to train at. Friday consisted of two 
training sessions, where after we had a guided tour of 
the facility with a chance to meet first team players who 

Sports News 

shared their stories of playing against the game’s best, 
Ronaldo, Rooney and Scholes to name but a few. 
 
A highlight for the weekend had to be the groups X-
Factor style songs in which they worked together one 
evening to showcase their talents! The Saturday was 
very busy, with one final training session at Bury FC 
before heading off to the National Football Museum in 
Manchester with a number of interactive games and 
videos of last generations and present to inspire the 
boys. Saturday evening’s activity involved bowling, 
where a number of boys scored highly, with the    
teachers match being very hotly contested (with last 
place having to sing to the boys on the bus journey 
home).  
 
The boys woke on Sunday morning, refuelled from 
breakfast and headed to Egerton FC to play a number 
of matches. Our U11 A boys played a fantastic pre-
season match which had a little bit of everything, from 
goals to missed penalties, it was a very close match. 
The Falcons quality on the ball shone through in the 
end and a 3-2 victory was well deserved. The U13 
match was a one sided affair but nonetheless a great 
workout for the boys, who maintained high levels of 
finishing in front of goal for an impressive 5-2 victory.  
 

 

I would like to use this opportunity to remind parents 
all fixtures for next week can be found on the sports 
website along with team selection. All boys must have 
the correct kit for Games lessons or fixtures. At this 
stage I would expect all boys to have their tracksuits 
and water bottle with them in school for fixtures.  
 
 
Mr Shaw 
Director of Sport 

 
ISFA U13 CUP - 11th September 2017 

1st Round v Hereward House 

 

SURREY CUP U11 - 11th September 2017 

1st Game v Barrow Hills 

 

ESFA NATIONAL SMALL SCHOOLS CUP 

2017 

U12 - Awaiting Draw 

U13 - Awaiting Draw 

Thank you to all the boys for their efforts all weekend 
as well as their excellent behaviour. Mr Coke, Mr  
Leighton-Bond and Mr Donaghey who joined myself on 
the tour and put in a great amount of effort all weekend 
to make the tour a very memorable one for the boys.  
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Art & Design 

Music 

Music 

Over the Summer I was delighted to hear some of 

the successes our young musicians have 

achieved in their music exams. 

 

Ben E Grade 2 Theory ABRSM 

Oscar C Grade 1 Drums rockschool 

Charlie S S Grade 3 Guitar TRINITY 

Finn S S Grade 1 Guitar TRINITY 

Jack M Grade 3 Guitar rockschool 

Kai B Grade 2 Singing ABRSM 

Jamie LGrade 2 Guitar ABRSM 

Jack R Grade 2 Clarinet ABRSM 

Jack R Grade 2 Guitar ABRSM 

Peter W Grade 1 Guitar ABRSM 

George L Debut Exam Drum Kit rockschool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choir 

We will have our first choir rehearsal on Monday 

morning at 9am. The boys are able to try it for the 

first week to see if they like it. We have had quite 

a few reply slips for the choir tour to Belgium in 

March, we need 30 boys to make it possible. The 

trip joins music and history to commemorate the 

end of WW1 and showcase the choir. 

Henry B was so inspired by his interpretation of 
William Morris' Rose Trellis design that he set up 
his easel in the garden to paint another even big-
ger picture! 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Jasper  E  had a 

wonderful time    

during the summer 

holidays trying his 

hand at throwing 

clay on a wheel. He 

certainly looks like 

an expert potter 

now! 
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English 

Drama 

The Drama department has had a wonderful start 

to the term with our upper school beginning their 

exploration of Private Peaceful by Michael 

Morpurga.  

 

Private Peaceful takes place in the early 1900’s in 

wartime England. The play is a traditional         

story-telling theatre piece which is set to be a  

fantastic production for our upper school boys in 

Years 7 and 8.  

English lessons have been inspiring and     
motivating the boys straight away this week: 

we have kick-started with some exciting topics.  

The Year 5 boys are very intrigued by their class 
reader ‘Holes’ by Louis Sachar and cannot wait to 
discover what happens in the next chapters!     
Literature days are Tuesdays and Thursdays. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

James P, Mehul S, Harrison R, William J and James S  

 

Year 6 are getting stuck into comprehension and 

creative writing revision… this week they tackled a 

very difficult text from an 11+ paper but worked 

well together to discuss reading for meaning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Charles B, Nathaniel CW, Henry D, Alec M, Luke S and 

James P  

 

 

Maround G, Alberto HG, Lucas A and Dylan B  
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Music 

 

ICT 

Science 

There has been no  

easing back into things 

in the mathematics   

department this week 

as all of the boys have 

been diving straight 

back into their favourite 

subject! Years 3 and 4 

have been exploring 

place value and using 

partitioning to help    

order numbers. Year 5 

have been tackling   

divisibility rules in order 

to find factors and 

prime numbers and in 

the upper school 6, 7 

and 8 got thrown in at 

the deep end and have 

been tackling exam 

style questions,        

including a session on 

GCSE BIDMAS     

problems for Year 8! 

Lawrence B and Hugo W 

showing us how to order 

numbers 

 

 

 

 

 

Marcus S and Tristan D with 

their Divisibility Rules     

posters 

 

This week, the boys have been reviewing and 

signing up to the ICT Code of Conduct. 

 

After acknowledging the need to take care of their 

own data and others’, to navigate the web judi-

ciously and to inform trusted adults of less than 

appropriate content, they worked on summarising 

these guides to behaviour in a Word or Publisher 

document, depending on the extent of their past 

experience. 

 

 

This week in the science department, the Common 

Entrance boys have been studying the periodic table, 

and where better to start than Hydrogen! The boys 

have been studying how displacement reactions     

produce Hydrogen, and many a “characteristic 

squeaky pop!” have been heard in the lab this week! 

Our Year 5 boys have been getting hands on          

experience with practical equipment, using Bunsen 

burners to bring water to the boil, measuring the tem-

perature along the way to develop their data recording 

skills. 



Geography 
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History Religious Studies 

Very early days in the school year, of course, but there is 

already some really concerted effort going on in the   

Department. And no small level of achievement! In Ge-

ography: Year 4 have been looking at Sierra Leone with 

an eye to comparing it with the UK, Year 5 are develop-

ing their understanding of Maps and Map Skills, Year 6 

have been looking at Tectonic Processes (most boys’ 

favourite geographical topic!) – be prepared for some 

volcano making later on in the term, Year 7 are extend-

ing their understanding of Geomorphology, and Year 8 – 

with some appreciation of the importance of this year – 

starting to grapple with the challenges of their Slapton 

Geographical Investigation and the requirements of the 

write-up process (worth 20% of the exam mark!).  

Having taught for a few years and recently studied for an 

Earth Science Master’s Degree I know that the things we 

now study or understand, as a matter of course, eg:   

Pyroclastic Flows, Plate Tectonics, Thermo-haline     

Circulation, the Chicxulub Crater, the Flooding of the 

Black Sea were not known at all or were very poorly  

understood only a few decades ago.  

Take Pliny the Younger who back in AD 79 reported on 

the Vesuvius eruption little appreciating that what he was 

witnessing was what we now know as a pyroclastic flow. 

And that our understanding of these things allowed us to 

reduce or prevent loss of life eg in Montserrat in 1995. 

So the skills and knowledge gained through this subject 

will undeniably benefit our pupils’ opportunities in later 

life. 

But that’s the bigger picture – closer to home - even 

within the first week of term I have to compliment 6V on 

their amazing enthusiasm, general knowledge and     

willingness to contribute to topical discussions in class. 

Felix B and Masatsugu I were particularly engaging, but 

they were not alone – a few others from other year 

groups stood out and will hopefully get a mention in later 

epistles. 

The boys have 

made a fantastic 

start to   History 

this term. It has 

been    wonder-

ful exploring a 

range of time 

periods across 

the different 

year groups.  

The Year 8s 

have proved 

very        knowledgeable about the English Civil War 

and it is fantastic how many of our Year 5s have visited   

Hampton Court Palace which will really help with their 

work on the Tudors.  Year 6 have started the year by 

looking at the contenders for the crown in 1066 and 

deciding on their favourite candidates.  Year 7 have 

been honing their evaluative skills by studying         

evidence on Richard III.  A very good start to the year. 

 

The Religious Studies department set off at a running 

pace this term with our Year 5 boys participating in a 

15 minute marathon of team teaching. The goal was a 

member of each team had to leave the room and go 

and find one of the 

facts Mr Flynn had 

chosen about Sikhism, 

learn it and then return 

to their team to teach 

the other boys and 

write it into their Reli-

gious Studies books. 

At the end of the 15 

minutes the team with 

the most correct facts 

were the winners! 
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Latin 

Headteacher’s Award 

 French 

 The first week of the academic year found us           

introducing ourselves and going through a revision of 

some grammar which was accompanied with some 

engaging and entertaining activities. We have already 

set our goals for this term and we are working towards 

them. The first test is set for next week and we hope we 

will thrive. 

 

The French department has subscribed to two lan-

guage websites. 

All the boys have sticky labels at the back of their 

diary as a reminder. 

Feel free to use those websites at anytime for some 

revisions/catch up and lots of fun! 

Years 3-8:www.linguascope.com 

Yr5-8 www.linguascope.com + 

www.vocabexpress.co.uk (up and running from mid

-September 

Username: falconsp     

Password: lan  e.g: John Smith  Password: languages  

    

Username: jSmith  

Password: falcons 

School code: UKFLCN 

 

P

Congratulations to Max I who received 

the first Headteacher’s Award for his 

Summer Travel Journey, The Roman 

Empire. 

Max work can be viewed in the Reception 

area. 

http://www.linguascope.com
http://www.vocabexpress.co.uk
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Positions of  Responsibility Autumn Term  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Class Prefects School Council Librarian (Years 3 and 4) 

Reading Leader 

(Years 5-8) 

3C 
  

Leo H 
Alexander W 

 Scott M-L 
Zach L 

Kian W 
Micah F-H 

3S Sam S 
Theo G 

Eshaan C 
Frederick H 

Felix B 
Joseph P 

4A Michael V 
Amir S 

Henry B 
Monty B 

  

Jasper E 
William P 

4B Harry R 
Alexander P 

Hugo W 
Laurence B 

Jake O 
Peter I 

5B Harrison R 
Andrew L 

Ted K-S 
Alec Mc-C 

Luke S 
Marcus S 

5F Alex C-D 
Daniel C 

Ari L 
Ozzy C 

Sam P 
Thomas W-M 

5W William J 
Henry D 

Ludo K-M 
Mehul S 

Oscar C 
James P 

6B Onno van K-B 
Niam S 

Jasper de-L 
Alex L 

Sean D 
Harry B 

6V Will D 
Toby B 

Jack Mc-P 
Alfie H 

Alberto H-G 
Steffan D 

6W Mikey P 
Dylan B 

Kai B 
Ben E 

Kai O 
Yannick M 

7G Cameron L Louie O 
Ollie T 

Louay S-S 
  

7M Freddie A Artie D 
Charlie W 

Ryan G 

8C   Haruki O 
Thomas W 

Hugo A 
Alex C 

8S   Tom G 
Sam M 

  

Henry L 
Clement Mc-B 

  

Deputy Head 
Boy 

Charlie B-P 

Head Boy Callum S 
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Music 

Welcome Year 3 

Year 3 have made a wonderful start to their time at the Prep. They started the week by          

designing pop up books in their DT lesson, have experienced the labs in science, learnt about 

the River Nile in history and have started to read “the Iron Man” in English.  
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Mr A Martin - Head of Geography &  

Year 7 Form Tutor 

Welcome to our New Staff 

Miss E Hellgren  

School Nurse 

Miss J Petridou - 

Head of Latin 

Mrs C Cowdery  

Year 3 

Miss R Jones  

Teaching Assstant 

Mr I Goodman  

Bursar 

Mr D Basista  

Sports Graduate 

Mr S Donaghey  

Sports Graduate 

Mrs S Harris  

Registrar 

Mrs T Ward  

Marketing Manager 

New Arrival  

Congratulations to Mr Shaw, Director of Sport on 
the arrival of baby  

 

Hudson Matthew Ashton Shaw 
  

born on 9th August 2017  
weighing 8lb 10.  



 

Charlie B-P 

Deputy Head Boy 
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Welcome to our new Head Boy & Deputy Head Boy  

Assembly 

Callum S, Head Boy read the  ’Thought of the 

Week’  in assembly  

Have patience with all things, but chiefly have  

patience with yourself.  

Do not lose courage in considering what you can 

not do; set about how to face a new challenge… 

Everyday begin the task anew. 

In the words of St. Francis of Assisi: 

“Start by doing what is necessary: then do what is 

possible; and suddenly you are doing the         

impossible”. 

HOUSE CAPTAINS 

Richmond - Druan S    

Sunbury – Haruki O 

Teddington –Jamie B   

Molesey – Sam O 

HOUSE PRESIDENTS 

Richmond - Mr Parkin  

Sunbury - Mr Westby  

Teddington - Mr Gerard  

Molesey - Mr Leighton Bond 

Callum Sharp  

Head Boy 

So wonderful so many of you could join us 

for our first Friday Assembly at St John the 

Divine Church today.  

House Captains & Presidents 


